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WUCF:
Tuned into
Orlando
community

llil

By NORA R. KULIESH
Managing Editor
It is easy to miss the glass door on the
side of UCF's library that reads
"WUCF." In the small space that harbors
a production room, news room, sports
room, music library and other offices, the
sounds of jazz float through the rooms.
"Straight-ahead jazz," according to station manager Kayonne Riley, "the only
station in Orlando that plays it."
It is not often when college students say
jazz is their music of choice, but that is
the exact miscqnception that follows the
university's station, Riley says. WUCF
(89.9 FM) is not a student radio station, it
is public.
The difference is simply the audience
for whom the music is geared. WUCF is
a jazz station aimed toward the Orlando
community including, but not limited to,
UCF.
Afternoon DJ Randal Bridges said he
w..as first unaware WUCF is a public station .
"All of a sudden the tune being played
is it [WUCF] is a public station which
happens to be on a college campus, and I
never heard that before," said Bridges.
· "On one hand it seems like students are
getting shut out of this more [the jazz
. format]. I can understand it though since
we are under [Corporation for Public
' Broadcasting] and they supply money
there are certain criteria we have to meet
and this is one of them."
Although Bridges admits there isn't a

-

Photo by MIKE MARSHALL

Afternoon DJ Randal Bridges asks listeners to support WUCF through contributions on his show.
large student following, he said during
this last semester student support has
increased.
"I've had students e-mail me and say
they like the show," said Bridges.
Since the origination of WUCF in
1978, Riley said there has never been
a student station. Although the idea of
one has come and gone in the past
couple of years, Riley attributes lack
of initiative on the students' part to
why it never materialized.
"It wouldn't be that difficult for us

See WUCF, PAGE 11

UCF baseball NCAA bound!

Knights enjoy
~select' feeling

•

By DEREK GONSOULIN
Sports Editor

•

It's 2:50 p.m., Monday at UCF baseball
coach Jay Bergman's home. Outside is a
quiet, country club and golf course setting.
Inside the atmosphere is quite different.
Baseball players, television cameras and
the smell of grilled hamburgers clog the
main living room. It's not quite the fare
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March 3,.19'97 article m
tt~usetrtent Weeklt' 1• toutiis.m ;provides
~<5te tlfM ,en¢"lfth ~£ fl~fi{la's.. ~n~ntl
r¢venues»·Almost43 li.illiort tQurists visited
lfotidaj.n l99:6f and till~ ~mber is e4pect"'
ed to lncrease to 46.5 .million by 1998.
Jeff Davis, a senior Inte:rnational
~elarioll.$ tnajo:r;, said the seholatsltigs wtll

help attract more pwple to the Hospitality
•a11ageme..nt Depatt;lllent at UCF and will
a.11ow students to concentrate on studies

t;lther th~ having to worry aoout

Photo by TIM SPRINGER

UCF captures its fourth TAAC championship in the last five years.

•

to get a real student station going here
that was run by the students, completely staffed by the students and that
sort of thing. So that's what I have
been hoping somebody would come
along and get behind," said Riley.
WUCF is currently operated and
staffed by full-time professionals .
Under the CPB (which is a federal
grant that, gave $80,000 to WUCF),
public stations must empl6y at least

See BASEBALL, Page 9

Law of the land

On the screen

The big dance

UCF students have option of attending new law school close to home.

A look at three new summer movie
releases.

More on the UCF baseball team's
trip to the NCAA series.
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~T_H_E_c_r_~_sw_o_~~~~~~~I
ACROSS
1 Burn slightly

5 Tender
1O Shut wtth force
14 Acting part
15 Cheek colonng
16 Musical sound
17 -the Red
18 Illegal fire
setting
19 Decays
20 Doorway
22 Weds in secret
24 Rim
25 Expletive
26 Hair cream
29 Wrist decoration
33 Distinct entity
34 Dashing youth
35 Mexican cheer
36 lrntate
37 Stop
38 Look over
39 The sun

By DAN TUCKER
Staff Writer

40 Carried

41 Roman
statesman
42 Put into
bondage
44 Weight inspector
46 Help along
47 Pierce with dag·
ger
48 Unproductive
51 School
publlcataon

55 Ripened
56 Included with

C 1997 Tribune Media SeMms. Inc.
All nghts reserved.

ANSWERS
10
11
12
13
21

58 -mater
59 -c1air de-·
' •') Oslo natives
61 Spool

23
25
26
27

62 Sly look

28

63 Seizes
64 Finished

29
30
31

DOWN

Engineering
department reports
$3,335 grand theft

Walked
Circle
Poker stake
Untidy state
Total up
Lingerie trim
Rub out
Pocketbook
Pungent bulb
Factories
Dull and insipid
Train type
Make happy

Fifteen modems with an
estimated value of $3,335
were stolen from the
Engineering Building, Room
337,
according to a
UCF
Police
Department report.
Haytham Mohamedzaki
Mahmouq reported the
grand theft and burglary on
May 5. Mahmoud noticed
the modems were missing
April 26 and e-mailed those
· in his department about the
matter.
The investigation is still
ongoing. Mahmoud said the
engineering department is
willing to prosecute.

32 Singing voice

1 American Indian
2 Antler

3 Landed
4 Refresh

mentally

34 Head cover
37 Pact
38 Sword container
40 Infant

In other campus crime
reported by the UCFPD:

43 Pantry

5 Citrus fruit

44 Phases
45 Listening organ

6 Power
7 Blend together
8 Self
9 Deserter

47 Feel
48 Formal dance
49 Chills and fever

50 Lacoste of
tennis

51 A ruling house
of England

52 Bread spread
53 Sign
54 Leafy vegetable
57 Extinct bird

• An _unknown person
removed a sign . from the
front of Knight's Pantry on
May 4. The theft of the $40
sign was reported by John

Salmon of Marriott Food
Service. There are no suspects and the case is not
being pursued.
• On May 3, officers followed four men into the
wooded area across from the

•
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Phone Consultant

JOIN OUR TEAM

•

Kelly Services is hiring highly motivated individuals for

•

Sprint TELECENTERs, Inc.
in the UCF & Maitland Areas

Inside Sales Reps

•

• $8/hr base + commission
• Sales exp. required
• Mon-Fri 9am- 4:30pm

•

Phone Consultants
Sigma Chi fraternity house.
As the officers walked
through the woods, they
smelled marijuana. The officers approached the four
men and· found one of the
subjects holding a bong.
After conducting a Terry
search of tht:? four men,
Officer lngerham felt what
appeared to be a set of keys
in the pockets of one of the
subjects. While removing
the keys from the subject's
pocket, Ingerham discovered
a bag containing less than 20
grams of cannabis. One subject was charged with possession of a controlled substance. Another was charged
with possession of drug
paraphernalia.

•

•Part-time Evening Hours
• UCF - $7/hr guaranteed
• Maitland - $7 .50 guaranteed

Both Positions OtTer:
•Bonuses & Incentives
• Temp to full time potential
•Paid training

•

•

KELLY
SERVICES

•

To Join The Team Call
788-6760

•
Equal Oppo~nity Employer
Never An Applicant Fee
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baseball.
Sometimes I fantasize that I'm a pitcher who has a rocket-arm.
And my nickname is URocket-Arm Pitcher.H
rm also dressed up as a
big green pickle. Probably 'cause
that's what we're always in when fin pitching
-a pickle.
And I have a little dipping cup of
hot mustard hanging on my belt.
I have no idea what that symbolizes.
That's just ore of my fantasies though.
I have another one that's even better
-the Pepsi Stuff Derek Jeter Fantasy Prize.
If I win, I'd get to throw out the first pitch of a 1997 World Series" game
with Derek Jeter. And if I had a friend, I'd get
to take him to two World Series games.
If I don't win, that's okay because I'll still be
collecting Points to get Stuff in the Pepsi Stuff Catalog.
Stuff like authentic Pepsi baseball jerseys, ball caps,
sports bags, skateboards and more.
I just said ·and more" because
I forgot what else you can get.
So Collect the Points. Get the Stuff. And Live the Fantasy.
'Cause how else are you going to meet
Derek Jeter?

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY to enter Pepsi Stuff
Fantasy Sweepstakes. See S'Neepstakes rules and entry
at store displays, or in the Pepsi Stuff Catalog. For complete

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

details on the Pepsi Stuff program, call toll-free 1-888-7n-3n4 to
order a catalog . Shipping and handling required on all items.
Offer expires 9-8-97.
PEPSI, PEPSI-COLA. GENERATION NEXT, the Pepsi Stuff logo
and the Pepsi Globe design are trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc.
©1997World Series
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Orlando's law school is ready for UCF grads
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By LINDSAY MALANGA
News Editor
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UCF students won't have far
to go if they want to pursue a
degree in law.
Mimi Longsworth, Assistant
Dean of the University of
Orlando Law School on
Colonial Drive, wants to "raise
awareness" amon:
dents. The law

approximately $4 million. Bart Saunders said, "This eduThere are 95,000 volume cation is ten times better than
equivalents available to law what I have received in other
students and the community.
colleges.
"Overall, I'd give it a 10. Nine
"A law library is different
than a regular library because out of ten teachers are excellent,
it needs to be updated con- and the school is going to be
stantly," said Wild. At the pre- . really competitive."
Rudolph takes pride in the fact
sent time, it costs about
the school will be able to effec1ore quickly
because it
is new.
_.
"The
University
of Law has a
curriculum designed to address
to update the
library, but expected updating concerns expressed by the bar
costs are estimated at $2 mil- about the level of training provided to lawyers entering the
lion a year.
In the fall, the school will profession," Rudolph said.
adopt a quarter system where
Rudolph said most established
students will take one class at law schools have trouble changa time so they can focus their ing their faculty and facility
attention on one specific sub- with the times, and therefore,
ject. "Students learn better in the University of Orlando holds
concentrated doses," said the advantage in this instance.
Longsworth.
On July 1 at 8 a.m., the fifth
This year 187 students district court of appeals will
attended the University of hold cases in the school's courtOrlando. The school is expect- house so students can witness
ing 100 additional students for actual courtroom behavior.
the upcoming fall semester.
The University of Orlando is
Longsworth said U of 0 is the located at 6441 E. Colonial
"least expensive private law Drive, Orlando. Anyone interschool." Due to the expected ested in visiting the school can
increase in enrollment, the contact
the Director of
Photo by MIKE MARSHALL
school is planning to build Admissions, Ann M. Euliano at Legal studies majors don't have to leave Orlando to pursue their law
apartments and a recreational (407) 275-2000.
degree.
center with pool on campus.
One second-year student,

UNIVE"IRSI

school i~ the
only one m the
central
Florida
area. While othe
schools
are
accredited,
University of Orlando is not
because it
opened last
September.
"I am 100 percent sure we'll
be accredited next September,"
said Longsworth. The school
will undergo a weeklong evaluation of its standards, and
then receive accreditation if it
meets requirements.
Dean Wallace M. Rudolph
said because the school is new,
it provides opportunity for the
faculty to experiment with new
technology and ideas. Matthew
Bender, a legal publisher, uses
the school's library as a legal
showcase for attorneys.
"Over $119, 000 in free electronic products were provided
by Bender to demonstrate to
attorneys that come to town,"
said Susan Wild, school librarian. The cost of the library was

OR1LANDO

UCF Area's
Newest Apartment Community

DISCOVER LUXURY ..
•
•

+ ALL UtnltitiS lndu1*d
-.. fully Equipped Klemen

•

{includes microwave)
• Ceramic Titl!S s: Celling fans
+ Every Bedroom rs a "Master Suite"

•

STYLISHLY FURNISHED!
Special to the Future

•

University of Orlando is centrally located off Colonial _Drive.

Knights face familiar foe
From PAGE 12

•

•
•
•
•

•

American Kevin Nicholson hit
his school record 17th home
run of the year, and suddenly
Stetson led 7-4.
With the score 9-5 in the seventh, the Knights awoke with a
vengeance. Riggs singled to
begin the inning. Bellhorn and
Pacitti walked to load the bases,
and Scott Biernacki and Bryan
Bruce hit back-to-back two-run
doubles to knot the score at 9.
In the eighth, Williamson led
off with an infield single and
Riggs doubled. Pacitti followed
with the knockout punch-- a
three-run home run, off Luis
Lasso. Pacitti's home run, his
15th, broke the UCF single season record held by Chad
Mottola. Dustin Brisson added
an RBI triple to seal the victory.
"He threw me a fastball up
and in, which just happens to be
my favorite pitch, and I just
turned on it," Pacitti said.
Reliever George Schmidt (7-

2), who entered in the fourth
inning after starter Mike
Maroth got hit on the elbow, set
down the Hatters in the ninth.
"You gotta give Sclupitty
credit," Bergman said.
"He came in while we were
down and not doing well with
the bat. He did exactly what
you have to do coming out of
the bullpen."
Pacitti was named the tournament's Most Valuable Player.
He batted .563 (9-16) in the
tournament, swatting two doubles and three home runs .
"This must be justice, because
I was 0-for the tournament last
year," Pacitti said.
But Pacitti wasn't alone. UCF
had a balanced attack throughout the tournament as eight
Knights who started each game
combined for an astounding
.386 average.
"This is a pretty remarkable
thing. I've never had a team
swing the bat like this in the
tournament," Bergman said.

Twot Three and Four Bedroom
Apartmenrs come Complete wlthJ
+ Fully Fumi$hed Uving Room
+ fully Furnlshed Dinini Room
+fully Fumlihe.d Bedrooms
+ Fun Sized W.amer and Dryer

THE GREAT OUTDOORS!

• fullY Equlpped Fitru?$$ Center
+ two Lighted Tennis Comts
t Llgb"d B. .UCourt

+ LialtW« Sand Volleyball Court
+ Refrestdng Swfmmlng Poo~ ·

SO

CONVENIENT!

• Within Watlcing er Bikini
Otstance to UCF
+ lndMdual Lease Program
+ On the Laser Lynx Bus: route
• Roommat:t Matdtlng

Four Bedroom/Four Bath
! H·K' ~fllll\' h;;~J)

ROYAL TREATMENT!

+ Package Atcepr.ance and Detlvery
+ Fax and Copier Sel'\lke

+Computer/Study Cen(ef'

+ 21 Hour Emefit:DCY Maintenance
+ Professional M3na~nt
CLOSE TO •.•

+ Banking 1.nstltutlons

+ frat:erntty/Sarorlr.y Raw
+~res

• AWJned Eal:E·rles

• Other Area Reullen

SAFETY!
+ Manltortd Alarm System In Units
+ WeU Uihted Grounds1 Partinr Lors
and Breezeways

.+ Pante Alert Button in Each Bedroum
• Deadbolt Locks at ~h Entry
PERFECT LOCATION!

Conveniently Located
Across from the
UCF Campus

fJnh'mity Blvd•

Call us today to find out how to reserve
your new apamnent home!
1-800-290-3496 or (407} 282.. 4100

t

UCF
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+ How do you feel about the hours
+ _the "Great Escapes" and "Knights
Pantry" are open during the summer terms? Are the hours con-

A:
"To honest I think that the hours
suck, and I'd much rather eat off
campus on my time; when I want
"I think that the food is OK, but
to and at my own convenience, they could open a little longer."
not theirs."
- Doug Miller, Sanford,
Junior, Organizational Comm.

- Melissa Santos, Junior,
Bradenton, Organizational
Communication
"While I understand the desire of the
Mariott and the new privately-owned
business to cut operating costs, I think
they should be more sensitive to the
needs of the students, including those
taking night classes. After all, we are the
reason that they are here."

"Convenience is not as important as the
choices and the prices of food in these
locations. First, it is too expensive! I
don't like to eat at either of the two
places. I can't wait until the Student
Union Food Court opens up!"

- Marie Mangouta, Senior,
Organizational Comm,
Brazzaville, Congo
"First of all "Great
Escapes" and "Knights
Pantry" are both run by
the Marriott, but for
some strange reason the
prices are different ...
mnm. The two-hour time
frame between the closing of "Great Escapes"
and the opening of the
"Knights Pantry" is a
headache. It's bad enough that the food is not all that
great, but when you have to wait two hours to eat ...
I think that Mariott should be trying to make all of
the money they can with the new Student Union
food court."

- Dave Giammo, Senior,
Liberal Arts, Orlando

BOARDWALK APARTMENTS
AT ALAFAYA
Best Location to UCF

CALL (407) 384-8626
UTILITIES INCLl1DEDf FURNISHED
• Huge 4 bedrooms - 4 baths
• Roommate matching service
• Individual leases for your financial protection
• Gated, monitored alarms in each apartment
• Computer center with fax and copier
• Heated spa, sparkling pool
• Fitness center, sand volleyball
• Full size washer and dryer in each apartment

•
Save $30 application fee
when you bring in this ad
•

- Edwama Timmons, Junior,
Public Relations, Bradenton

"I work in the
computer labs and
we only get halfhour breaks, so it's
kinda hard to go off
campus to get food.
And with the shortened
hours
at
"Great Escapes," I
guess that I'll just go hungry. Hopefully
they will get a food place in the Student
Union building soon."
- Mike Chen, Sophomore,
M.I.S., Seminole

•

•

•

•

•
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Entertainment

•

•

By DEAN G. LEWIS
Entertainment Editor

r,

"The
Daytrippers"

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

family has problems of its own .
Mother Rita's a basket case, too
protective of her oldest daughter
and unresponsive to her
youngest one. Father Jim, who
hardly ever talks, is a punching
bag for his wife's loudmouth
remarks. Carl, an aspiring novelist, fills in boring driving time
with a wacko synopsis of his lat-

Greg Mottola's short, slight,
87-minute
"road" picture
plays a lot of
the time like
an advanced
student
film,
est work. The best, and briefest,
one that tends to labor too hard
performance is from Tucci
on its own characters' eccentric("Big Night"). The payoff scene
ities in too many eccentric miniwith him and Eliza on the street
episodes that lack a cohesive
breaks this film loose. His act is
and solid narrative. In "The
strangely powerful, as is the
Daytrippers", Mottola's story is
story's closing minutes. In fact,
barely hard-core drama, yet it
I feel as if Mottola was thinking
succeeds most of the time, and
of two different movies but
ultimately, manipulates us into
ended up making only one.
its unexpected ending, a revela"The Daytrippers" won a slew
tion of one of the characters that
of honorary awards over the last
doesn't quite bring the story to a
year in film fests in Cannes,
close •. not that it should, for in
· Toronto, and Athens. Finally
real life nothing ever seems
getting a major release through
resolved. As I'm still questionCinepix Film properties (CFP),
ing this awkward shift in toue,
Mottola's film will nonetheless
inside my head the film works.
enjoy mild art-house attention .
For most of its justifiably short
"The Daytrippers" opens this
running time, the film plays true
Friday at the Enzian theater in
to our '90s new wave of hip
Maitland.
comedy. Much of the dialogue
can't be taken seriously, at least
* * * (out of four) B
until the last 15 minutes when
1 hr. 27 min. Unrated.
Mottola's dysfunctional family
has to come to terms with an
unsuspecting truth.
Long Island resident Eliza
D' Amico (Hope Davis) thinks
her husband Louis (Stanley
Tucci) is cheating on her in the
Big Apple. Mom and Dad
Expertly acted by its two hip
(Anne Meara, Pat McNamara)
blondes, Mira Servino (Oscar
seem concerned about their
winner for "Mighty Aphrodite")
daughter's misfortune that they
and Lisa Kudrow (TV's
haul baby sister Jo (Parker
"Friends"),
"Romy
and
Posey) and her boyfriend Carl
Michele's
High
School
(Liev Schreiber) into the station
Reunion" is a smart and funny
wagon for a confrontation with
feature-length sitcom that
the philandering Louis. This
works. The two girls have been

"Romy and
Michele's High
School Reunion"

Romy (Mira Sorvino, right) and Michele (Lisa Kudrow, left) concoct a fantasy world for their high
school reunion in "Romy and Michele's High School Reunion."
best friends since high school and
decide . to live together in L.A.
after graduation. Romy is a clerk
at a car dealership. Michele has
never worked a day in her life. To
compensate their obvious flair for
underachievement when word of
their IO-year high school reunion
comes out, the two put on an elab-

orate charade to show off their
concocted success and fortune.
Janeane Garofalo plays Heather
Mooney, the inventor of a cigarette with faster-burning paper.
Loaded with money, Heather was
the female class bully, an insensitive and hyper dame who relished
in beating up egos. Garofalo, if not

restrained, will steal a picture .
Here, she does it again. Close
behind is British actor Alan
Cumming as Sandy Frink, the
class nerd who's always been hot
in love with Michele. Versatile
(check out "Second Best" or
See REUNION, Page 6

Study cl-lete///
2-n?o ·~· ·lonal
6e Cloge
Apatztme

• Private Patios and
•Fireplaces Available
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REUNION, From Page 5
"Circle of Friends") and channing ("Emma"),
Cumming is a fine character actor. With "Grosse
Pointe Blank" also playing at country cineplexes,
the high-school reunion craze has been firmly in
place this spring. Both films' soundtracks feature
memorable '80s records. With gauze pads of
laughter, both films squeeze out a whole lot of
pressure on the funny bone.

QUIT SMOKING RESEARCH STUDY
Currently seeking participants ages 18 or older who are
interested in participating in a research study evaluating a
nicotine skin patch as an aid to help smokers stop smoking. eligible participants must have a smoking history of
at least three years and desire to stop smoking.
The medication and physical examination will be provided free of charge.

***(out of four) B
1 hr. 40 min. Rated R.

"Night Falls on
Manhattan"

•Payment for Participation - Up to $75.00
Director Sidney Lumet ("Dog Day Afternoon",
"Q & A") returns to his familiar breeding ground
of corruption, politics, and law enforcement and
"Night Falls on
regurgitates his latest,
Manhattan", a slop of leftover "Serpico" brewed
with "Prince of the City" to make a highly convoluted, unbelievable thriller. Starring in Al
Pacino's gold shoes is the talented Andy Garcia.
He's a former cop-turned D.A. who's drawn into
a major cover-up involving his detective-father
(Ian Holm), his father's partner, and a mess of
police officers from three different NYC
precincts. The cause of these headaches is a
vicious drug dealer from Harlem who turns him~
self in to a liberal attorney (played by Richard
Dreyfuss). Ron Liebman overacts as the old D.A.
whose heart attack propels Garcia to the top spot.
In the start of what is to be an endless collage of
overly written scene-stuffers, Liebman positions
a desk in the hallway of his offices, stands on top,
and delivers a rousing plea to his people. He
hopes the Harlem bad man can be caught, put on
trial, and sentenced.
Lumet, working at the speed of light, shoves us
into the courtroom by the 30-rninute mark. There,

Call for an appointment:

ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER
4401 S. Orange Ave. Ste. 108
407-240-7878

Heather (Janeane Garoalo) runs into trouble
at her high school reunion in "Romy and
Michele's High School Reunion."
after ctoss-exarnining the drug lord, Garcia gets
attacked by the big guy who manhandles the wit- ness stand in an attempt to nab the jugular in poor
Garcia's neck. The court sequences are abruptly
edited, and all together, way too standard to offer
any enlightenment. Lumet, again locked up in
low drag, gives Garcia a love interest out of
nowhere. She's Lena Olin, an attorney with the
D.A. office. Their love is never fully explained or
developed. Bad dialogue can kill. "Night Falls on
Manhattan" is its latest victim. Lumet, at 72, now
seems hardly destined for his first directing
Oscar. That's unfortunate because his best work
remains a part of his past.

HOW CAN YOU QUALIFY?
•

•
•

If you are 18-45 years of age
Women ages 35-45 must be non-smokers
Meet study re_g_uirements

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Free study related medical care ( physical exam,
laboratory evaluations, and gynecologic examination)
• Free Study related medication
• Payment for Participation - Up to $110.00

Call for an appointment:

ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER

* (out of four) F

4401 S. Orange Ave. Ste. 108
407-240-7878

2 hrs. 5 min. Rated R.

Donation to benefit hospitality
management student~

UCF's 1st BREW PUB

From PAGE 1

hood and many of the stolen
vehicles in Orange County are
"It'll give people with less found near the subdivision, but
opportunity a chance to go to Pagan said this is not a reprecollege," Davis said. "There's sentation of everyone in the
nothing better than a college community. He said the majoreducation."
ity of people in Tangelo Park
Along with donating money are great and Rosen's help will
for the scholarships, Rosen is make a positive difference.
also involved directly in help"I wish a lot of other business
entrepreneurs
ing the residents of
Tangelo
Park.
would do what he
does," Pagan said.
According to a ' ' If a priInterns from
repmt from UCF's
vate citiCollege
of
UCF's College of
zen
Education, Rosen is
Education
and
donates
funding programs
College of Health
and Public Affairs
that include free money to the
will also work
preschool for chil- university, [in
dren and free parwith Tangelo Park
some cases such
residents, accordenting and vocaing to a report
tional classes for as this] the state
will match that
their parents.
from the College
Annette Woodal, donation dollar
of
Education.
Rosen's administra- for dollar."
Other agencies,
tive assistant, said
such as the Orange
-David
Rosen chose to
County
Public
Finnerty School System
work with Tangelo
Park because the
and
Florida
children there need help and a Hospital, are providing free
services.
chance to go to college.
"He wanted to help disadvanRosen has lived in Florida for
taged children, and he thought more than 20 years. Five of the
this was a very good neighbor- six hotels he owns are on
hood to start with," Woodal International Drive, including
said. "It's ·really turned that the Clarion Plaza and Omni
neighborhood around."
Rosen.
Before buying his first hotel,
Mike Pagan, deputy public
information officer with the the 57-year-old entrepreneur
Orange
County
Sheriffs worked for Walt Disney
Department, said Tangelo Park Corporation and helped design
is one of the highest crime the
Polynesian
and
areas in Orange County. There Contemporary hotels.
is drug activity in the neighbor-

BIRTH CONTROL RESEARCH STUDY
Opportunity for qualified women to participate in a research study
sponsored by a pharmaceutical company evaluating an investigational
birth control pill.

Drink Specials
and
Entertainment

•

Serving Lunch and Dinner
Late Night Entertainment

'

12289 University Blvd.
HAND CRAFTED
BEERS

In The U.C. 7 Plaza

(407) 282-9772

Huge Portions of
Hand Crafted Food
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Classifieds
CLUB INFO

Resident Assistants Needed - work Account Rep ATHLETIC
SERVICES
evening hours & weekends (approx. 20
TYPES
hrs.) at exclusive privately _owned dorA
.
S
$8 00
h
.
R
& B d ail bl
International Marketing Company
JDltory. oom
oar av a e
Expanding in Orlando Seeking Five
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
ppomtment etters - . per our
We are seeking bright, enthusiastic peo- 1------C_al_l_3_80_-_6ooo
__!!------t Individuals with Positive Attitudes and
GRANTS, SCHOLARSHIPS, AID
ple to set up new appointments for our
People Skills. Flexible Hours!! ·
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!!
accounting practice. Flexible hours 10PROMOTIONS/SPORTS MKTG.
Call _
NO REPAYMENTS, EVER!!! $$$
345 9098
15 hours per week. Training & Support Summer work, RU hard working, outCASH FOR COLLEGE$$$. FOR
- call 382-6658.
going, reliable & sales-oriented? Fax CAMPUS BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - Help
INFO:l-800-243-2435
t--$$_$_$-$$-$-$$-$-$$_$_$-$$-$-$$-$-$$-$-$$_$_$-$$_$_$-:__r_e_su_m_e_to-31_0_-3_1_5--15_3_2_A_s_AP_!!----1 the University of Central Florida stu- 1--G-RA--D-U_A:_T_IN_G_S_E_N_l_O_R_S_!!--i

HELP WANTED

UCF Butokukan Club - Learn SelfDefense from 5 black belt instructors!
Coed beginners classes now forming.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are M & Th 7:30-9:00 pm in
the Ed Bldg's multipurpose room. Call
282-5578 or 382-9747 for more info.
Open Hous/Demo 5122 & 5129 at 8:00
pm, FREE refreshments!

Ladies, are you outgoing, assertive,
FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITIES
dents protect their PC's and other
DON'T LET POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS
responsible and have a positive attitude?
_.,V:,_.ILABLE NOW'.'·
equipment from theft. Largest seller of
ft n
PASS You Bv!! PUTYouR REsuME IN
Here's your chance to work in the
A
. &E
d. N
computer anti-theft devices in the US is
ggress1ve
xpan mg atura1
FRONT OF MILLIONS!! CHECK Us OUT
.
looking for campus entrepreneurs. For
FOR RENT SALE nicest nightclubs in Orlando: EIGHT 0 rgaruc. Suncare Co. Needs 0 utgomg,
AT www.gr-online.com OR CALL
SECONDS, BACKSTAGE,· SULIVANS
more details, visit our web site at
407/481-8545!!
Fun Loving People to Demonstrate &
ATT Cellular Phone ale car adapter,
(to name a few). You will be selling
Sell Sun Products. Your Office is
www.pc-security.com/campusrep or
leather phone case 2 batteries, battery
florist quality roses & arrangements to
Poolside at Major Resorts Located in
Call Benson at 1-800-724-4339.
FUNDRAISER ·· Motivated groups
our eager customers. The best part is
Orlando, Southwest Florida, Cancun
START SUMMER OR FALL!!
needed to earn $550+ promoting AT&T,
charger - $150 Please call Alicia
Richards@ 983-3578.
you can make $15-35 per hour!! We
Mexico, Las Vegas, Palm Springs, and 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Discover, gas and retail cards. Plan now
House of Lloyd/Christmas around the
don't wear tacky & embarrassing uniCalifornia. Relocation/Management
for the Next semester to get priority for
'93 Toyota MR2; turq pearl; A/C;
World is looking for full or part time
forms but attractive sundresses.
Position Possibilities. Call Now for
the best dates. Call Gina at 800-592auto;str cas/8 spkrs; cruise; sunroof;
demonstrators. FREE $300 STARTUP KIT.
Schedule flexible, hrs. 9-2am. Call
Interview. 1-800-432-6723.
2121 xllO. Free CD to qualified callers.
57,000 miles; tilt wheel. '93 sticker
Renee at 677 _8957
- - - - - - - - - - - - - $15 cash recruiting bonus. Commission 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
price $25,601 - ONLY $14,500!!
FLOWER SALES - Fun loving & outup to 3o%. Call Peggy Smith
NASA Executive Secretary- Licensed
Call 281 2570
GIRLS WANTED
at 277-2724
1---------From Central Florida. Between 6_19 to going personalities needed to sell flow- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 to provide affordable word processing
Hunters Reserve: 2BR/2BA Balcony &
ers in nice nightclubs. Flexible schedservices: resumes; thesis; memos; busic;:ompete in this year's 1997 Central
Motivated Person Wanted! Fulltime
ule, excellent pay. Call 359-1749
ness cards; reports; presentations;
Lake View. Close to UCF. $625
Florida Pageants! Over $20,000 in - - - - - - - - - - - - - p a y for parttime work with high income
Contact Bridgett@ 382_0540
Great Area_ Great Price!!
Call for Info 257 _2056 or 774 _1874
prizes and scholarships. Including trip
Acctg. Interns, CPA's & CPA
potential!! 599-9473
to nationals in Las Vegas. Call today
Candidates
1985 Camaro V-6, 5 Spd Overdrive,
1-800-367-2125 Ext. 2841
CHILDCARE - Earn extra$ working
ROOMMATES
Gold, Tinted Glass, Sunroof, 1 owner,
Shores & Company, PA, CPA's is lookconvention children's programs.
Great Condition. lOOm.miles. $2,500
POOL DRIVE WANTED for deliveries.
ing for acctg. interns for summer
Temp.,p/t,flx hrs. $7-lO/hr. Experience
M/F NON-SMOKER WANTED TO
Must Use Own Car. $7.00 per hour plus employ., CPA's & CPA candidates with
and references required!
365 _0655 -Twin Rivers, Oviedo
SHARE 4/3 TOWNHOUSE 15 MIN
_942 _
!
mileage. Flexible hours. If interested 0-2 years of exp. for permanent employ.
Call l800
9947
'94 MAZDA 626LX - White, Sunroof, 5
please call 657-4221.
Downtown Orlando location, competi- - - - - - - - - - - - - - FROM CAMPUS NEAR HOWELL
Spd., Power Everything, One Owner, 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t tive salary/benefits. Send resume to:
BRANCH & ALOMA. OWN BATH,
CENTRAL FLORIDA FuTuRE is looking
49K, AM/FM Cass, Maintenance
f ARTTIME CHlLDCARE - light house- Personnel Director, 225 S. Orange Ave., for writers!! Paid positions available. W/D, DISHWASHER, ETC. $240/MO;
Records, Excellent Condition!! $12,500 keeping, M-F 3-6pm, $6/hr. Call After
Ste. 1250, Orlando 32801 or fax
$100 DEP; SPLIT UTIL. CALL 679Call 977-1009 for more information.
oho. Call 273-8664 ....MUST SEE!!
8:00pm - 366-8466
(407)872-0889.
9494 (LEAVE MESSAGE)
Start today!!
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YEAST INFECTION RESEARCH STUDY

•Vaginal Burning
•Vaginal Itching
• Vaginal Irritation
The study medication, laboratory tests and physical exanlination will
be provided free of charge.
•Payment for Participation - Up to $100.00

Call for an appointment:
ORLANDO CLINICAL REsEARCH CENTER

4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
407-240-7878

!
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Currently seeking females age 18 or older to participate in a research
study to compare two medications for the treatment of vaginitis (yeast
infection). If you are currently experiencing any of the following symptoms, please call for more information.
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Nation
Study claims AIDSprevention programs
failing the young
By College Press Service
SAN FRANCISCO - AIDSprevention programs targeted at
youth are failing, and the disease is becoming a disease of
America's young, says a new
study.
The report, entitled,
"Dangerous
Inhibitions:
How
America Is Letting
AIDS Become an Epidemic of
the Young," attempts to explain
why half of all new HIV infections occur among people
younger than 25 and why AIDS
is now the sixth-leading cause of
death among 15-24-year-olds.
Current HIV-prevention methods don't work because they fail
to "deal honestly with the sexual realities of today's young
people," according to the Center
for AIDS Prevention Studies
and the Harvard AIDS Institute,
the report's authors.
"Misguided prevention policies are literally costing us the
lives of our young generation,"
said Thomas Coates, director of
the AIDS Research Institute and
Center for AIDS Prevention
(CAPS) at the University of
California, San Francisco.
Coates said every hour, there
are least two Americans younger
than 25 who become infected
with HIV. One in four sexually
active teens acquire a sexually
transmitted disease annually.
"All youth, particularly young
people of color, young gay
males, and young women who
may have sex with HIV-positive
men need prevention messages
that speak directly to their lives,
values, and sense of self-worth,"
he said.
In the report, the researchers
say more can done by the government, the entertainment
industry and big business to stop
the spread of AIDs.
They say the government
should spend more money on
AIDS prevention programs on
teens, "especially young gay
men and young people of color."
One key way, the researchers
said, is to expand the number of
schools with condom-distribution programs.
The experts also would like to
see an end to the ban on condom
advertising on network TV, and
they'd like film makers to send a
safe-sex message when filming
those Hollywood sex scenes.
"We need to get out the message about condoms," said Paul
Reyes, a 21-year-old from The
Hetrick-Martin Institute who
attending a meeting where the
study was presented. "Teens

spend so much time watching
TV that condom advertising on
TV could be one of the most
effective ways to get the message through."
The two groups at greatest risk
for HIV infections are young

end of litigation, we also look
forward to redirecting all our
time and money to educating
our students, rather than to the
suit," he said.
AUHS Vice President Thomas
Chakurda said he was glad the
qispute ended in a
"businesslike
and
constructive fashion."

men who have sex with men and
heterosexually active young
women. Among men with a
known risk factor, gay or bisexual men account for three-quarters of infections among young
men.
The proportion of females
among adolescents with AIDS
has tripled from 14 percent in
1987 to 46 percent in 1995, the
most current year for which data
is available.

Fashion show
brings sweatshops to light

Feud over
name settled
MEADVILLE, Pa. - Two
universities that claimed an
equal right to use the name
"Allegheny" have settled their
feud out of court.
Allegheny College, a 181year-old college in the foothills
of the Allegheny Mountains,
earlier this year sued the newly
named Allegheny University in
Philadelphia for trademark
infringement.
The college claimed the similar names caused confusion.
Students would call the wrong
admissions offices, and even
scholarship checks were sent to
the wrong school, the college
reported.
Allegheny University is actually short for Allegheny
University of the Health
Sciences
the
name
Hahnemann University and the
Medical
College
of
Pennsylvania came up with last
June following their 1993 merger.
According to the terms of the
settlement, the university can
use its full name or "AUHS," but
would be barred from using
"Allegheny University." Also,
the university agreed not to
object if the college ever seeks
to change its name to
"Allegheny University."
The university must also
change its Internet address, currently "www.allegheny.edu."
Allegheny College President
Richard Cook praised the settlement, calling it a good way to
prevent confusion. "With the

ITHACA, N. Y. - As part of a
"Sweatshop Fashion Show,"
Cornell University students
strutted along a catwalk March
28 to protest abuses in the garment industry.
The students modeled trendy
jeans and shirts made by companies that reportedly employ
sweatshop workers, said Patricia
Campus, a member of Cornell's
Committee
on
U.S.-Latin
American Relations, a student
group that sponsored the event.
"High school and college students are the biggest market for
the major brand names in the
fashion industry," she said. "By
raising awareness about the
practices of fashion producers,
we hope to help students
become educated consumers."
Because of their buying power,
students can pressure the fashion industry "to clean up its act,"
she said. .
Last October, the Labor
Department cited major retail. ers, including Sears, Macy's
West and Guess, Inc., for having
received merchandise made in
sweatshops.
The Students Stop Sweatshops
campaign, organized by the
nation's largest union for garment factory workers, also has
criticized The Gap, Nike and
Disney for using sweatshops to
manufacture products.
At Cornell, a portion of the
fashion show's proceeds benefited the Melida Anaya Montes
Women's Education Project in
El Salvador, a group attempting
to unionize female workers who
make clothes for many U.S.
clothing manufacturers.
"We chose to do a fashion
show to highlight the differences between those who wear
the stylish brand-name clothes
and those who make them,"
Campos said.

•

If you're
coming home
for the summer, this
is your LAST CHANCE
to get some classes out of
the way at 5PJC for a lot less than you'd be paying
for the same classes at UCF.

Classes start in June,

•

•

•

•
..

giving you that final
opportunity to complete
one more class before
heading
Open re .
back to UCF. April 14~:~::~n runs
Sess1on
· 111-B runs

•

June 23-August 1.
For more information

call ( 813) 341-3231
or email us at

commants@spjc.cc.fl.us

SP c
Your community college!

•

•

•

•
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Chinese deputy secretary visits Ying building
•

•

•

•

J

By PETER KUNDIS
Staff Writer
Last Thursday, the Deputy
Secretary General of the Standing
Committee of the National
People's Congress of the Republic
of China received a warm welcome at
the Barbara Ying
Building.
Accompanying Zheng Yi on on
his visit to UCF was his daughter,
Zheng Yuan, a senior majoring in
finance. During his visit, the
Secretary presented Dr. Nelson
Ying and Douglas Mowry with the
flag of the National People's
Republic of China.
Zheng Yi and Ying said they were
working on a scholarship program
that was proposed by the Chinese
government. The government is
attempting to reach out to the rest
of the world, because these programs will be put into effect with
other countries.
UCF is the only university in the
United States that will be participating in the experimental program.
The attempt by the Chinese government is an effort to expose
future leaders to other cultures.
There are three aspects to the
proposed scholarship program: the
Chinese government will provide
funds for transporting students to
the U.S. and also their return
home; food and day-to-today living expenses of the student, during their stay in the U.S., will be
provided by their government;
UCF, providing a tuition waiver,
will provide housing for the student or students.
The final element will be provided by Ymg. The establishment of a

scholarship fund will enable students to draw up to $1,000 for purchasing any equipment that would
help enhance the program.
Examples of equipment that could
be purchased might include a
video camera to aid students in
taking their experiences home or a
computer.
Students will be picked by the
secretary based on their ability to
handle the language as well as the
prospect of their future advancement. The Chinese government
will be investing in people they
hope will be future leaders of the
People's Republic of China. The
students will primarily be aspiring
diplomats or low-ranking diplomats.
The Deputy Secretary General
designed the concept for the scholarship program. He is friends with
Ying as they both worked on the
establishment of the "Sister City"
relationship between Orlando and
Guilin, China. Zheng Yi is a former mayor of Guilin, China.
Although Zheng Yi approached
Ying with the concept of the scholarship program, Ying brought forth
the idea the program should start
with UCF. Zheng's wife had previously been in the UCF doctoral
program with the College of
Education, but had to leave when
he was given an ambassadorship
position.
The proposed scholarship program has yet to be officially signed
by the leadership of the People's
Republic of China or by UCF, but
considering the detennjnation of
Zheng Yi and Ying in wanting this
scholarship program to happen,
the final approval should occur
soon.

>

Baseball team heads to Tallahassee
FromPAGEl
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bove, Deputy
Secretary Zheng
Yi, left, Dr.
Nelson Ying, middle, and
Douglas Mowry show the
Chinese flag to the audience of the Ying Building.
Left, Zheng Yuan, the
daughter of Zheng Yi, is a
student at UCF

1003 LockweodBlvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(407) 366-4511

2845 Garden Street
'fitusville,FL 3279~
:· .· (407) 268-5555

expected at a country club, but
no one seems to care.
"You guys want a hamburger?"
Bergman asks guests as they
walk in.
The living room and kitchen
are practically in the same room,
separated by partition doubling
as a sink and counter.
A dozen players, all talking at
the ·same time, pile onto and
around a couch made for no
more than four. School administrators and coaches stay to the
back of the living room, chatting
with each other and reporters.
On the screen porch outside,
half-a-dozen more players dig
into soda and chips while talking
to a television reporter. As the
cameramen talk with mouthfuls
of hamburger, Bergman offers
seconds.
Everyone is smiling. It's 2:55
p.m. Five minutes until the
NCAA regional pairings are
announced.
As the 3 p.m. ESPN regional
bids show draws closer, players
scramble for seats, as the loud
banter becomes a chorus.
"This isn't bad," said Sherry
Bergman, the .. coach's wife, as
she prepares a styrofoam plate
filled with pickle slices.
"I love the kids and they are
away from home and they like
bonding. They love the home
cooking and everything, too."

Outside a rainstorm begins to
roar. It's 3 p.m.
"Hey tum it on ESPN!" shouts
a player from the couch.
Suddenly, the screen flashes
from a track meet to pure Jtatic.
A collective "Hey!" comes from
the players.
"It's not my fault," another
player says before the screen
displays two men in suits talking
about the teams which won't
make this year's regionals.
The crowd roars its approval
and quickly quiets as the first
pairings of the East Regional in
Tallahassee are announced.
Ooohs and aaaahs mix with
laughter as players react to highlights of Florida State and
Auburn hitting long home runs.
Then, the moment comes. It's
3:04 p.m.
The announcer: " ... and in the
third pairing of the East region,
No. 3 seed Central Florida will
play No. 4 seed South Florida
The crowd doesn't let the
announcer finish.
Collective, "Yooraaaaaaah,"
goes out as players clap and
laugh. Some players voice their
disbelief in having to play a
team for the sixth time this year
in South Florida.
"Unbelievable," Bergman
said.
"Yeah, it's kind of funny, you
know. We've played so much."
To the players, the close, bois-

terous atmosphere of Bergman's
home is what they live for.
"For me it's like Christmas,"
said junior Pat Williamson. "I
came from a college where we
never had a chance to do something like this so I am enjoying
every minute of it."
TAAC tournament MVP Gregg
Pacitti likes this celebration
compared to last year when the
team went to a nearby sports bar.
"This is more like a family,"
Pacitti said. "It's why you play
college sports."
"Before we didn't have this
house, so we wanted to have all
the · players over for this,"
Bergman said. "It's nice to be
able to do this."
At about 3:34 p.m., after the
television cameras had blinded
players and Bergman answered
several phone calls, the crowd
began to thin.
But before anyone could leave
they had to take a burger courtesy of Sherry Bergman. "We
seemed to be doing this all the
time, so we thought it would be
a good investment to buy another grill," Sherry Bergman said.
''We made hotdogs this time
and next time we are going to do
steaks. If they win the World
Series they are going to get steak
and lobster."
And who will pay for the food?
"Me," she said with a laugh.
"They are my babies!"
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Lead Stories
• In February, Michael Knowles, awaiting
trial in Virginia for killing his wife, filed a
$100 million lawsuit against advice columnist Ann Landers, charging she had
defamed him by publishing his letter on
how tough the Internet can be on marriages. Wrote Knowles: "Today is my
wife's 44th birthday, but she is not around
to celebrate it. I took her life because of an
affair that started on the Internet." Said
Knowles' lawyer Max Jenkins, who had
pleaded Knowles not guilty, the letter
"hurts my case."
• In March, the president of a demolition
company said he was about to hire a psychic to help explain the strange things
being reported by his workers tearing down
the old Troutman's department store building in Connellsville, Pa. He said doors
were slamming without reason, tools disappeared and turned up in unlikely places,
and stuck, locked doors spontaneously
opened, among other things. At about the
same time, employees at the San Francisco
Bureau of Building Inspections brought in
a Buddhist priest, a Catholic priest and a
psychic to commune with the building after
several workers and family members had
recently been stricken with serious illnesses.
• The Wall Street.Journal reported in
April on the growing academic discipline
of "whiteness studies," whose pioneering

professors and students met recently at the
University of California, Berkeley. Among
the aspects under study: Spam diets, gun
shows, and the white dominance of shopping malls and the Internet. Said a doctoral
student, rejecting the suggestion that whiteness studies lacks seriousness: "They said
that about ... 'Madonna studies,' too."

Continuing Crises
• David Price, 34, serving life in prison in
Edinburgh, Scotland, for the 1984 rapemurder of his girlfriend on Valentine's Day,
got a chaperoned, one-evening pass in
February so he could go downtown to the
Demarco European Arts Center to attend
the premiere of the opera "Odyssey," which
he wrote while behind bars.
• In December, store manager Wiley
Berggren was presented awards for sales
and productivity at a Southwest
Convenience Stores company dinner in
Odessa, Texas. About two hours later, he
was fired because of his actions the night
before: When three kids tried to steal a case
of beer and one of them attacked him,
Berggren bear hugged the attacker to the
ground, thus violating the company's rule
pf not challenging thieves.
• In February, anesthesiologist Frank
Ruhl Peterson, 45, was sentenced in
Hazelton, Pa., to 10-23 months in prison
for severely diluting the narcotics for 12
surgery patients, thus exposing them to vir-

Kobia's final NCAA
chance comes this wee-k end
From PAGE 12
we're chasing it down to the bitter end," she said. "We're only
taking Kelly ... we're going up to
Knoxville [Tenn.] this weekend
[to compete in the Gatorade
Invitational] to try to get her
qualified. She's thrown 164 feet.
in practice, so [her chances] are
not unrealistic."
Junior Michele Boike, owner
of UCF's 400-meter hurdles
record, placed ninth at the meet
with a time of 1 minute, 4.86
seconds. Boike also finished
seventh in the 100-meter hurdles
and the long jump. In the 100meter, Boike finished with a
time of 15.04 seconds, while at
the long jump, she leaped to a
distance of 17-11.
Although Boike did not qualify for the NCAAs, MansurWentworth feels confident in
Boike's abilities. But MansurWentworth also believes she still
has one more hurdle to jump.
"I think that Michele physically can do it, but I think she needs
a little more mental fire to race

Bad Times
for Good Samaritans
• In January, Ron Seaward stopped,
along with a police officer, to help a driver
whose car was in a ditch near London,
Ontario. While he was pushing that car out,
two cars hit his true~, and as the officer was
writing up the report for Seaward's insurance company, he discovered Seaward's
driver's license had expired (for which he
was later fined).
• Trial began in March in the lawsuit of
Linda Jean Schneider, 49, against two
physicians and the John Muir Medical
Hospital near San Francisco, for their negligence in actually saving her life:
Schneider has a slowly terminal, degenerative neurological disorder (Melas syndrome) that causes seizures, and she had
wanted to die, but the doctors kept feeding
and caring for her. She's now expected to
live another 15 years, though with a poor
quality of life.

MagicTech Computers, Inc.((~~

---W .

at that [NCAA qualifying]
level," Mansur-Wentworth said.
UCF's record holder in the
Amber
javelin,
freshman
Twyner, placed in the top three
in the javelin. Twyner's 120-5
throw earned her a third-place
finish at the meet. The mark,
similar to those earned by her
teammates, was not far enough
to qualify for the NCAA comp.etition.
Twyner, who won the javelin
event at the TAAC meet, has
made a large improvement this
season.
Her first-place finish has made
an
impact
on
MansurWentworth.
"We expected to go one, two in
[the javelin at the TAAC meet],
but I was just surprised that
Amber beat Kelly [who finished
second],"
said
MansurWentworth. "We think that
Amber has a lot of talent and
that she should be able to qualify for the NCAA's in a year or
two. And she's only been throwing since January."
The NCAA Track and Field
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February on the egg collection of wealthy
businessman Ed Harrison of Los Angeles,
who owns a skyscraper, runs an oil company and manages real estate. He has more
than I million eggs from 3,600 species.
"I've had plenty of people laugh at me," he
said, but collecting "took a lot of guts. I've
swung down over cliffs and risked my neck
plenty of times (to steal eggs)."

tually
anesthesia-free
operations.
According to police, Peterson stole the
drugs to feed his ·own habit and said he
actually shorted more than 200 patients.
• In January, Ludwig Fainberg, owner of
the Porky's strip club in Hialeah was indicted as the middleman in various drug
schemes, including the attempted purchase
of a $5.5 million, black-market, Russian
attack submarine by Colombian drug lords,
who allegedly wanted it to run cocaine into
California.
• Ireland's first legislation permitting
divorce took effect Feb. 27, but a man in
Dublin apparently was so eager to shed his
wife he petitioned a court in January for a
divorce in advance, on the grounds that he
was seriously ill and might not live to see
his freedom. (In fact, he married again a
few days after the court granted his petition, and a few days after that, he died.)
• In December, according to a
Washington Post report, Greg Piper, owner
of the Exposed Temptations tattoo shop of
Manassas, Va., complained to his landlord
in an industrial park that the newly arrived
next-door tenant, the Blessed Victory
Pentecostal Church, was out of place in the
building and making so much noise with its
music that it was affecting his work. Said
Piper, "(Tattooing's) like any kind of art.
You want to focus on the concentration and
the client." In January, the them-or-us
dilemma was resolved when the church
announced it was moving.
• The Associated Press rep,orted in
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Intel Pentium 133 w/board ................................. $239.00
Intel Pentium 200 w/board ................................. $419.00
33.6 data/fax/voice modem .................•........•......... $49.00
16 Bit Sound Card ................................................. $29.00
Labtech Headphones ..•....................................•........ $3.00
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Intel Pentium 200 MHZ
Intel Pent.200 MHZ w/Intel Triton III Mthrbrd w/256K Cache
32 MB EDO RAM/Ball Bearing CPU Fan
2.1 GB Hard Drive/3.5" Disk Drive
High Quality Digital Mini-Tower
2MB MPEG SVGA Video Card
Windows 95 Keyboard/Microsoft Mouse
Windows 95 preinstalled (w/CD)
20x CD-ROM/16 bit Sound/Speakers
33.6kps data/fax/voice Internal Modem
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By JEFF CASE
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Staff Writer
A bumblebee's work is never done.
But it is for now.
"The bumblebees" (the UCF women's
crew team) earned their name because of
their black and gold striped outfits. The
team recently ended its season at the Dad
Vail Regatta in Philadelphia from May 9-

10.
The team, which placed three
boats in the Dad Vail finals in ' '
1996, was only able to place one
boat. The J.V. 8, which finished in
fourth place, came up one second
shy of a medal finish.
The Varsity 8 and Lightweight 8 boats
also raced well, but did not reach the finals.
The Varsity 8 boat placed third in the semifinals, but needed a second-place finish to
advance. The Lightweight 8 was stopped in
the semifinals, but had the unenviable task
of competing against eventual repeat champion Villanova.
Coach Dennis Kamrad said he liked how
his team rowed against more favored
crews.
"We rowed as well as we have all year,

The team successfully defended its titles
in several regattas while also conquering
new ground. At the Metro Cup, the team
defended its J.V. 4 title while also managing to take the Varsity 8 title from rival
Rollins College.
In President's Cup competition, the team
retained its Lightweight 8 title, besting
Clemson,
Tampa
and
TennesseeChattanooga.
Although the team was unable to
defend its four race victories at
The school may not know it, but we Augusta from last year, the team
know it. I'm proud of these kids."
was able to dethrone Clemson from
the Lightweight 8 title.
- Coach Dennis Kamrad
Kamrad thinks comparisons to
any team from his past 24 years
team in· the South, and we'll be ranked no would be unfair.
"I don't want to compare [this team to one
less than No. 5 out of 30-something schools
in the NCAA Central Region," Kamrad in the past]. This squad had their own persaid.
sonality and it was a great squad," Karn.tad
"The school may not know it, but we said.
"I think that our seniors have set a great
know it. I'm proud of these kids. This is a
solid, solid perlormance for a growing legacy for our upcoming kids to live up to,
NCAA program."
and that's what I wanted. The seniors that
Throughout the season, UCF logged first- are leaving us left a great foundation and
place finishes in several regattas including something for the other students .to strive
the Metro Cup, President's Cup and for. We are capable of being competitive
and these seniors proved it."
Augusta Invitational.
but the draw just wasn't in our favor,"
Kamrad said. "Of course, we would like to
be in the finals in every event, but it just
wasn't to be. Would we liked to have finished better? Sure. But are we pleased with
what we did? Absolutely."
Despite not medaling in their final regatta, Kamrad was no less proud of his squad .
"We know we've rowed a great season.
We're the No. 1 team in the state, the No. 2
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WUCF to maintain jazz format
From PAGE 1
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IJCF's Int~nsive English Program is developing a
conversation partP.ers program and J;Jeeds yQUt help!
Interested UCF Students will meet on a weekly basis
(Friday's @12:00-l:OQ) with their il)temational partners
for conversation and fun!
Take advantage of this wonderful opportunity to meet
international students, forge new friendships and
. Participate in iutercultural exchange.
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For additional information
Contact: Intensive English Program
Trailer #547 Rm. 110
Phone# 823-5515

five professionals .
"We have five professional, full-time employees right now ... but that's really all we can
afford," said Riley .
There are other criteria public stations must
meet to qualify for CPB, including audience
numbers and local community support in terms
of dollars.
Currently, WUCF is funded by the CPB grant,
community fund raisers and the Schoo] of
Communication's contribution of $100,000. It is
in the university's best interest to fund the station due to the practical experience students can
receive by working at WUCF, said Riley .
"We are a resource for students who come
through this university and are interested in a
career in broadcasting. It is in their best interest
to have a professional radio station that they can
come into contact with, rather than a student
radio station. It [a student radio station] is fun,
but it's not real world experience. We can give
that and I think that's a real service," Riley said.
Bridges, who specializes in an acid jazz format, recently graduated from UCF with a
Radio/TV degree.
"Overall my experience here, I can't argue
with. This has been one phat gig. It's really
helped me out and I think I will be able to go on
and really make it," said Bridges.
How does a public station that deals exclusively with jazz appeal to students? Riley said
UCF has a very concentrated music school with
a strong jazz leadership, but realistically jazz
lovers are typically older.
"We know our audience is between 35 and
retirement age. But it is a large audience with
about 22,000 listeners weekly from the community," said Riley, who added UCF's signal has a
25-rnile radius though listeners can pick up the
signal in Cocoa Beach.
Riley could not comment on the percentage of
students who listen to WUCF since the survey
they subscribe to is community wide. Her estimation is about 10 percent student listeners.
"I listen when I can't get anything good on
SHE [100.3], but I can't say it's all that often,"
said junior Jenna King.
Riley said every university has a public radio
station to act as its voice to the community .
"WUCF, in being the voice of UCF for the
community, chose jazz as the format and we're
very proud of that and think it's a good statement because it is a uniquely American art form.
It draws heritage from black musical roots and
the whole amalgam of America's mixing pot I

Photo by MIKE MARSHALL

Kayonne Riley, WUCF's station manager,
would like to see a student radio station establish itself on campus.
think is what makes up jazz. It's the perfect format to say is this university's voice," said Riley .
In the past, different formats including ethnic,
folk, blue-grass and alternative music have been
tried, but Riley has seen the largest audience
drawn from jazz. Daily newsbreaks from NPR
(National Public Radio), 89.9 Weekday News,
89.9 Weekday Sports and the Friday show
"Sports and Society" act as a source of information to listeners. Riley said there are no new programs in WUCF's future.
The misconception of WUCF as a student
radio station specializing in jazz is one that
Riley says she has to answer a lot of questions
about. But, she believes the professional station
is a much better asset to the community, the
School of Communication and the students who
are looking for real-world experience before
graduation.
"I would like to encourage students who would
like to get a student radio station going here to
come and talk to me because I am interested in
seeing that happen,"said Riley
"And there is room for both of us."
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Knights' rally leads to Tally
UCF opens
NCAA play
against USF

Bruce's up-and-down
•
season on upswing
By KEN JACKSON
Staff Writer

By KEN JACKSON
Staff Writer
The UCF baseball team came
into the Trans America Athletic
Conference tournament this past
week with its hands full.
It left with its hands firmly resting on the tournament trophy.
The Golden Knights (40-22)
clinched the TAAC title on
Saturday, defeating tournament
host Stetson 14-9 at Conrad Park
in DeLand. The victory gave
UCF- an automatic berth into the
NCAA
East
Regional
Tournament where they are the
No. 3 seed.
UCF will open the double-elimination tournament Thursday
against No. 4 seed South Florida
at Dick Howser Stadium on the
.campus of Florida State at 11
a.m.
UCF, which won the season
series against USF 3-2, is joined
by two other TAAC East Division
teams. Florida International is the
No. 3 seed in the Atlantic II
Region, while Stetson is the No. 4
seed in the Midwest region.
Going into the tournament,
Coach Jay Bergman worried
about his team's chances for success.
"Lately, we've had trouble just
finding the ballpark," said
Bergman, referring to losses in
seven of their last nine conference games and the team's sixth
seeding in the six-team tourna-

Photos by TIM SPRINGER

Above, Gregg Pacitti is congratulated by teammates after hitting
an eighth-inning home run in Saturday's final. Below, George
Schmidt tosses a pitch en route to earning the victory.
ment.
"Whatever heart is, this team
showed it this whole week,"
Bergman said. "They battled and
showed how good they really
were."
UCF had to defeat the team with
the best record in the TAAC
[Jacksonville State] in a play-in
series the previous weekend just
to make the tournament.
"After beating JSU, we made
sure .we made the most of our
opportunity," said Pacitti.
Facing top-seeded Mercer on
Wednesday, the Knights jumped
to a first inning 6-0 lead. UCF followed a walk and an error with
five straight hits. Todd Bellhom's
single and Scott Biernacki's double each plated two runs.
.
From there, Travis Held (6-2)
kept the Bears at bay, holding
them to nine hits while striking
out seven en route to an 11-4 win.
His season total of 105 strikeouts
moved him to second all-time
behind Brian Ahem' s 128 whiffs
in 1989.
"I was so pumped for this," Held
said. "This is the tournament
now, this is it."
Thursday, UCF eliminated
Southeast Louisiana from the
tournament. After SLU's Macky
Waguespack hit a grand slam in
the top of the first, the Knights
exploded for 12 runs in the first
three innings. Pacitti set the tone
in the first inning with a towering
home run to right field. He added
another two-run blast in the third

and UCF cruised to a 17-9 win.
On Friday, UCF faced a Florida
International team that swept the
Knights at home with three finalinning rallies. But UCF never
trailed in the fourth meeting.
Leading 3-2 in the fourth, Will
Croud tripled, Pat Williamson
walked, and Eric Riggs drove
Croud in with a single down the
left field line. Pitcher Todd
Bellhorn then doubled them in.
On the mound, Bellhorn threw a
complete game eight-hitter, and
UCF went on to win 8-4, setting
up a matchup with division rival
Stetson in Saturday's championship game.
UCF quickly took a 4-0 lead,
aided by four Stetson errors in the
first inning. The Hatters went on a
tear in the fourth. Tim Branz and
Tim Parker had RBI singles, AllSee KNIGHTS, Page 3

If one was to call the Golden
Knights' 1997 baseball season a
"roller coaster year," then the last
four months for senior infielder
Bryan Bruce would be just like
experiencing Space Mountain,
Thunder Mountain and Kumba.
At the same time. On a full
stomach.
Bruce lost his starting shortstop
position to junior college transfer
Clay Wells at the start of the season. A combination of Bruce's hot
bat and Wells' chilly one helped
him retake the starting spot.
A banner year seemed on the
horizon for Bruce, who was hitting .373 by the end of March and
was second to Will Croud in
stolen bases.
Then, "The Incident" happened.
On March 23, Bruce and roommate/teammate Marco Ramirez
got into a heated argument over
an incessant alarm clock in
Ramirez's room. Bruce had pried
open Ramirez's locked door the
morning before, shut off the
alarm, and went back to bed.
Sunday evening, Bryan was
greeted by Marco's rage and fists.
Another roommate tried to
restrain Ramirez, at that point the
Knights' ace reliever, and Bruce
. grabbed a baseball bat for protection. Ramirez responded by brandishing a loaded pistol.
Both were suspended and
Coach Jay Bergman offered
counseling as a method to return
to the team. Ramirez, who spent
the previous night in jail, refused
and was dismissed from the team
and UCF.
Bruce, knowing he was the victim in the attack, swallowed pride
and accepted Bergman's decision.
"You have to be careful how you
handle things like that," Bergman
said at the TAAC championship
Saturday. "You have to send the
right message to the team."
"That was the hardest thing I'd
ever had to do," Bruce said. "But
I was willing to do what it took to
get back to playing baseball
again."
While the team struggled
through its conference schedule,

Bruce worked out on his own. He
finally was reinstated nearly a
month later. He cracked the starting lineup in the final series of the
regular season against Stetson.
The team was floundering by
then.
But he used his tournament
experience to help ignite the
Knights to a tournament win. In
what should be called poetic justice, Bruce batted .437, drove in
the tying run of the championship
and was named the AllToumament second baseman.
"This is definitely sweet," Bruce
said. "All the time I was out, I
was hoping for this. This is some
kind of dream, and I'm so happy
for the team, for Coach
[Bergman] and myself that it
worked out this way."
"He's always been a small guy
that plays big," said his father Pat
following UCF's 14-9 victory
against Stetson. "At every level,
high school, whatever, at this
time of year he's always come up
big, and this ... " Pat trailed off and
shook
his
head.
"He's handled this situation better
than either of
us have," said
his mother,
Jackie. She
couldn't say
Bruce
much more
because of the
emotion of the event. But the
smile that permeated her face told
the whole story.
Ramirez returned to Tampa following the incident and none of
his former teammates have heard
from him since. Fitti!lgly, Bruce
turned a double play that ended
the conference tournament.
As for the future, Bruce intends
to help the Knights win their
regional tournament and earn
their first invite to the College
World Series in Omaha. He has
only one class left to graduate
with a degree in radioffV journalism, and hopes to intern at a
local television station.
Above all, he hopes the ride
ahead is one that doesn't require a
seatbelt.
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Kobia racing against clock for chance at NCAA berth
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer
Some people would be satisfied by now.
After winning the 1997 women's TAAC
track and field championship, some people
might think UCF's track team would take a
rest.
It's not going to happen.
Coach Marcia Mansur-Wentworth

recently took three of her athletes to the
Seminole Twilight track meet on May 10.
The three participants (Kelly Kobia,
Michele Boike and Amber Twyner) earned
the right to compete based on a variety of
factors.
"[The chance to participate] is based on
[each athlete's] conference meet performance and also on whether they'd have to
set· a big p.r. [personal record]," said

Mansur-Wentworth. "Or in the case of
Kelly, we were trying to give her a chance
to qualify for nationals."
Kobia, owner of school records in the
shot put and discus, placed in the top five
in both events at the meet. Kobia reset her
school record in the shot put with a distance of 45 feet, 9 inches, besting her mark
of 43-00.25. In the discus, Kobia placed
fourth with her distance of 144-10.

Neither mark was far enough to qualify
for the NCAAs, but her mark in the discus
was close to the required 160 feet for
NCAA competition.
Mansur-Wentworth is not worried about
Kobia's chances to qualify, but time is definitely running out.
"Saturday is the last day to qualify, so
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See KOBIA, Page 10
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